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NEW QUESTION: 1
When we encrypt or decrypt data there is a basic operation involving ones and zeros where
they are compared in a process that looks something like this:
0101 0001 Plain text
0111 0011 Key stream
0010 0010 Output
What is this cryptographic operation called?
A. Logical-NOR
B. Bit Swapping
C. Decryption
D. Exclusive-OR
Answer: D
Explanation:
When we encrypt data we are basically taking the plaintext information and applying some key
material or keystream and conducting something called an XOR or Exclusive-OR operation. The
symbol used for XOR is the following: This is a type of cipher known as a stream cipher.
The operation looks like this: 0101 0001 Plain text 0111 0011 Key stream 0010 0010 Output
(ciphertext)
As you can see, it's not simple addition and the XOR Operation uses something called a truth
table that explains why 0+1=1 and 1+1=0.
The rules are simples, if both bits are the same the result is zero, if both bits are not the same
the result is one.
The following answers are incorrect:
-Bit Swapping: Incorrect. This isn't a known cryptographic operations.
-Logical NOR: Sorry, this isn't correct but is where only 0+0=1. All other combinations of 1+1,
1+0 equals 0. More on NOR here.
-Decryption: Sorry, this is the opposite of the process of encryption or, the process of applying
the keystream to the plaintext to get the resulting encrypted text.

The following reference(s) was used to create this question:
For more details on XOR and all other topics of cryptography. Subscribe to our holistic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exclusive-or and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stream_cipher

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the default maximum resolution for the internal streamer?
A. 480p
B. 1080p
C. 1440p
D. 720p
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are a district manager for a large retail organization. You train each store manager to use
Power Bl to track sales and daily sales targets. A store manager remembers learning about the
Analyze in Excel option but cannot find the option in their Power Bl dashboard. You need to
help the user resolve the issue. How should you advise the user?
A. Select the Spotlight button on the dashboard tile.
B. Subscribe to the dashboard and follow the email link.
C. Navigate to the report used by the dashboard.
D. Install the Power Bl Desktop app.
Answer: A
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